FANS VERY HAPPY

Actions of Portland Team Meet Expectations.

CHEATED OUT OF GAMES

Weather Has Queued Right out of 14 and Two More Are Lost. But Wolves Past Every Other Team Up on Scoreboard.

FOR MEN

WHY SUFFER LONGER?

We treat Men only, and cure Men's Ailments and Pains.

A Cure is a permanent cure, not a temporary cure that only works while you use it.

IT'S MODERN MEDICINE

We treat Men's Ailments and Pains.

MISTAKES OF MEN

Solutions for Men's Ailments and Pains.

VARMOCULLE CURED IN ONE WEEK

Varmocule is a cure for Men's Ailments and Pains.

20 Years of Success in Treating Men.

If it troubles you, consult us today.

CURES GUARANTEED OR NO PAY

BLOOD DISEASES

Contrasted Diseases

Nervous Dementia

Oregon Medical Institute

MARRIED WOMEN

To Men Visiting Portland During the Rose Festival (until June 10th) I will allow, out of all fees paid, one-half fare from any point in Oregon or Washington.

Are You a Broken Down Man?

If so, I want to impress on your mind the fact that I can restore to you the full vigor and perfect health that nature intended you to enjoy.

Following are some of the symptoms of mental and a physical state: Pulse in the hand, tremor, insomnia, feeling of exhaustion on arising in the morning, faintness, a momentary sense of weakness, colorations of the tongue, difficulty in sleeping, lack of appetite, and a general languidness that you are "all in.

If you have any of the above symptoms or any others, it is nothing to worry about. Take this medicine and you will feel better before you know it. The cure is easy and simple. You will be saved from all further harm.

I CURE MEN'S DISEASES

I have cured hundreds of men, and long may I have a grateful desire of physicians and patients in mind. I have cured the symptoms of mental and physical diseases.

The cure is simple and easy. I will cure you of all your ailments, and you will be restored to perfect health.

I Guarantee a Cure.

100% Guarantee. If not cured, return the medicine and have your money back.

The DR. TAYLOR CO.

Cor. Second and Morrison Sts., Portland, Or. Private Entrance, 214 north Morrison St.